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I have been following the developments in physics as physicists struggle with the latest developments in 
their field and a�emp�ng to reconcile the latest empirical evidence with the present theories.  Please 
keep in mind that these observa�ons are being made by a psychologist and not a physicist but one who 
has been interested in physics especially the �me-space con�nuum and how we develop this concept 
developmentally.

Some physicists have begun to ques�on if our basic assump�ons are correct and if there is a need to 
revisit these in order to help move the field forward.  So the concept of space-�me is in the cross hairs 
and being re-evaluated.  This ques�oning really got my a�en�on because I have always been interested 
in how we develop our concepts of �me and space.  

Let's look at space-�me specifically.  What happens if we were to look at it from the perspec�ve of �me 
is space in mo�on?!  When space is sta�onary, there is no �me.  Time is a mere illusion, not real without 
space which is always in movement, either expanding or contrac�ng.  The only instance when space is 
not moving is in a black hole, or in a singularity, or when space has filled the universe and there are 
sufficient black holes to bring expansion to a stands�ll.

Space can be defined as either filled or empty, but is space regardless.  When it is filled it has all the 
proper�es of gravity and impacts space-�me by warping dependent upon its mass.  

Black holes are our anchors to the universe, they create the drag that keeps the expansion of the 
universe from going out of control.  Space would expand uncontrollably without black holes slowing it 
down.  But when there are sufficient black holes to slow expansion to a stands�ll, then the universe 
collapses back upon itself into a singularity which creates another big bang.  This cycle occurs over and 
over again across eternity.    

Space fills the universe which is mostly composed of dark energy as of this wri�ng.  It is like filling a 
vacuum.  But once it is filled, �me reverses itself as space collapses upon itself. 

Time cannot exist without space either expanding or contrac�ng.  Time does not exist outside of space in 
mo�on.  Time does not exist in sta�onary space.

T = Sim, Time (T) equals Space in mo�on (Sim).

It appears that within black holes, space is sta�onary and therefore �me would not exist based upon the 
premise that �me = space in mo�on.  Could it be that black holes are the anchors to the universe 
keeping it from expanding out of control.  Are black holes our windows into dark energy and are black 
holes producing drag on the expanding universe.  Eventually it will stop because of all the drag and it has 
filled dark energy.  To prove this, the universe will over �me begin to slow.  Space expands into dark 
energy which has no energy, no �me, no space.  It is simply put, nothing, it is like a vacuum.  It is being 
filled by our universe which once it fills it and there is no more dark energy, it collapses back unto itself 
into a singularity which creates a big bang.  Once space fills dark energy the universe will cease to exist 
because there will be no �me since space has become sta�onary.  It becomes a hugh black hole and 
collapses back on itself into a singularity.  So space never stops moving, it either expands or contracts



Addi�onal Thoughts:

Time slows as it approaches the speed of light.●

Space (ma�er) becomes energy when it moves at speed of light.●

Light is a constant.  Light is the speed limit for the universe.●

Gravita�on (heavy objects) warp space-�me.●

Filled space increases in mo�on, �me slows?!●

If space decreases in mo�on, does �me speed up?●

Space wants to become energy and expand at the speed of light but is controlled by black holes 
which prevent it from doing so.

●

Space becomes sta�onary because it is so dense, �me disappears as in a black hole.●


